Abstract-This paper presents the outcomes of a study that examines human interactions and mobility patterns in indoor spaces such as office environments. To this purpose, Bluetooth and IEEE 802.15.4-based fine grained traces have been collected through an extensive experimental measurement campaign in a heterogeneous Internet of Things (IoT) testbed, deployed in a reallife office environment. An initial analysis of these traces provides deeper insights into the encounter characteristics between humanheld devices and human-held and static infrastructure devices. The study shows that due to lack of granularity, existing traces and the derived works, often neglect a significant portion of shorter-lived contacts that can be exploited for opportunistic communication. The presented findings also confirm that contact opportunities between mobile devices derived from observations of infrastructure devices can introduce significant errors into the modeling of such encounters. We believe that our traces and the derived models, together with our initial findings, are useful for the research community in supporting the design of future IoT solutions in such environments.
I. INTRODUCTION
Opportunistic communication and computing [1] are considered important enablers for an emerging IoT as they allow the exploitation of spontaneous interactions between fixed sensing infrastructures and mobile phones carried by humans. Such opportunistic interactions can increase the coverage and the effective utilization of the underlying resources. The design of suitable solutions requires the knowledge of human copresence patterns and mobility. Researchers have therefore spent considerable effort in the collection of real-world traces about human mobility and social encounters, for example through periodic Bluetooth scanning and the derivation of representative statistical models. While some generalization about these models can be made, there is still a strong reliance on the nature of environments and scope in which these models can be reasonably applied.
In particular, buildings and office spaces are environments in which people tend to spend significant amount of time of their daily lives. There is an increasing trend in making such environments smarter and more sustainable through deployment of IoT solution. The presence of humans in such spaces, together with readily available mobile devices they carry around, provides an infrastructure that can be exploited for little cost in handling data exchange between deployed IoT devices (such as sensors and smart meters) and back-end infrastructure devices. Furthermore the presence patterns that are implicitly derived can provide useful insights for improving the efficiency of building layout and office space utilization.
Unfortunately there are few data sets available that analyze human device to device and device to infrastructure interactions in such spaces. A search on the CRAWDAD database 1 , the largest scientific wireless traces database, reveals that only a handful of Bluetooth based proximity traces are available inside of typical office spaces. There are even fewer studies based on traces obtained through 802.15.4 technology, which is considered an important wireless technology for the IoT. Although these traces have been widely used for initial research on opportunistic communication, they neglect the shorter contact opportunities which may occur more spontaneously between people in daily life. One motivation of our study was thus to examine in more detail the occurrence of such opportunities, in order to understand the gaps and simplifications existing traces may have and their corresponding impact. Another dimension of our work was to better characterize 802.15.4-based interaction patterns and to understand how well they can act as proxies for Bluetooth based observations and vice versa. Finally we also wanted to question some of the assumptions in existing works, which assume contacts can be inferred by joined observations of a third device that is deployed in the infrastructure. Overall, the contribution presented in this paper is fourfold:
First, we provide fine grained traces of mobility and contact patterns using both Bluetooth and 802.15.4 technologies, which can serve as basis for further opportunistic networking research in such environments. The traces involve more than 30 participants in an office building, some of them extending over a period of four weeks, with a resolution as low as 3 seconds.
Second, we examine spatio-temporal properties of these traces and discuss them systematically according to the nature of devices participating in the experimentation and their relationships with each other. A detailed analysis of such fine grained traces addressing these dimensions is not yet available inside of typical office environments. In particular a novel insight compared to existing works represents a more detailed characterization of contact durations and the impact that low sampling frequencies in traces may have.
Third, we provide further understanding of the impact of the technical limitations of Bluetooth-based traces acquisition on mobile phones, which has been commonly utilized in literature to identify co-presence patterns. By a comparison with a fine grained 802.15.4-based trace collection, we are able to better understand the tradeoffs and limitation of these widely used IoT-based radio technologies and provide guidelines for their utilization in such scenarios.
Finally, we show that the commonly used inference of co-presence patterns derived from infrastructure observations leads to significant errors and deviates largely from deviceto-device observations, thus providing insights on how current traces should be interpreted and used for further research.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In Section II we introduce relevant related work and discuss how our work goes beyond, while addressing some shortcomings of those. We provide a description of the experiment that we performed in Section III and analyze the resulting traces in Section IV. A summary of findings and concluding remarks are provided in Section V.
II. RELATED WORK
A variety of traces of human mobility and co-presence patterns have been collected in the past, leading to the discovery of several properties and characteristics related to human mobility (e.g. [18] ). Following the taxonomy proposed in [14] , these properties can be classified in three main categories: spatial (pertaining behavior of users in the physical space), temporal (time-varying features), and social (regarding interactions between users). Table I provides a summary of most of these works, which is briefly discussed in the following.
Some works analyzed Access Points (APs) traces collected from Wi-Fi networks deployed on university campuses [2] , [3] : the mobility of users is estimated from the AP they are connected to, and their proximity is inferred from the connection to the same AP (i.e., two users are considered to be in range of each other if they are connected to the same AP). The accuracy regarding both the position estimate and the social contacts is limited as the coverage area of a Wi-Fi AP can be of hundreds of meters.
Experiments performed with GPS receivers are described in [4] . In these cases, traces are collected separately for the different participants, so mobility can be evaluated only at the individual level. Besides, traces refer only to outdoor settings.
The trajectories of mobile phone users tracked for a period of several months are examined in [5] , [6] , giving insights of spatial and temporal mobility characteristics on a macro-scale (nation or city wide).
Various experiments were conducted using Bluetooth enabled devices. In the Reality Mining project [7] , 100 university students were given mobile phones with special software to collect information about their usage, including results from Bluetooth scanning performed every five minutes. No knowledge about behavior in space can be inferred from such traces, but they are useful in providing information on social contacts. Researchers from the University of Cambridge used small Bluetooth transceivers to collect contact data in different settings, such as conferences [9] , Cambridge campus [8] [10] . In this case, Bluetooth inquiry is performed every 2 minutes, but mainly inter-devices information is collected, since few fixed nodes are present, leading to a limited spatial accuracy. In [11] authors describe a smaller scale experiment conducted in a university campus using mobile phones. Another study performed in an academic environment distributing mobile phones to participants is presented in [21] . A small experiment carried out in a shopping mall is described in [20] . The authors of [19] have realized a quite comprehensive experiment with custom built Bluetooth devices in a research centre. Their work mainly focuses on limitations of Bluetooth discovery procedures and how more energy efficient discovery devices can be built.
An experiment performed with both Wi-Fi and Bluetooth is presented in [12] . The former technology is used to gather spatial data (locations visited in terms of seen APs), whereas the latter allows to collect information on social encounters.
Finally, another experiment realized in a campus is reported in [13] , where purpose-built devices were given to participants based on 433MHz radios. Although fine grained traces were collected, the analysis remained rather coarse. The experiment included predominantly mobile devices and did not consider spatial properties, device roles and relationships in its analysis.
In contrast to most of the above studies, our work focuses on the collection of traces and characterization of co-presence patterns in indoor environments. We collected simultaneously fine grained traces of both Bluetooth and 802.15.4 technologies involving a considerable number of both fixed and mobile infrastructure devices and analyzed these traces according to the device relationships. Apart from novel traces and differences in device setup and respective analysis, our work goes beyond existing ones as it provides a comparison of 802.15.4 based traces with those collected with Bluetooth technology. We further use our comprehensive data to examine the accuracy of the existing assumption of infrastructure inferred co-presence patterns and provide insights into the effect of low sampling rates on detected co-presence patterns.
III. EXPERIMENTAL DATA COLLECTION
This section briefly presents the experiment that has been carried out in order to collect the fine grained traces of human co-presence patterns. After providing a brief motivation for the different technology choices, we explain the experimental setup and provide details about the data collection carried out during the experiment.
A. Motivation
A widely used method for measuring opportunistic contact patterns between humans is to record periodic message exchanges between short-range wireless communication devices, which are carried around by human experimenters. These devices act as proxies for their human hosts. While the resulting traces may not provide a reliable measure to characterize close human interactions, e.g. face-to-face interactions, due to their radio range, they can still be very useful in identifying opportunities for data exchange between devices or relative movement patterns of humans in an environment.
In order to collect fine grained traces of human co-presence patterns, we conducted an extensive experiment, which took place in August 2012 in the building of our research centre. We decided to focus on two of the most commonly used shortrange communication technologies in pervasive computing deployments -Bluetooth and 802.15.4. We used Bluetooth as it serves as a basis for trace collection for most existing studies and as it is readily available in today's smartphones. This allows us to directly compare to existing work and their underlying assumptions that we tried to question, while providing a convenient way of collection through the participants' smartphones. Moreover, 802.15.4 is a widely used technology in wireless sensor network deployments, however there is a lack of traces available that characterizes co-presence patterns involving both fixed and mobile devices. Apart from creating a new 802.15.4 based data set for the community, the utilized 802.15.4 devices provided us with the ability to collect finer grained traces than Bluetooth and with better control of the transmission power level used. Furthermore, having traces collected from both technologies at the same time allowed us to draw a more detailed comparison between the two technologies and how representative the corresponding traces are for each other.
B. Experiment setup
As basic infrastructure inside of the building served our SmartCampus testbed [17] , which provides a dense deployment of 802.15.4 based IoT nodes (TelosB) and embedded gateway devices (GuruPlug Server) with Bluetooth. The deployment covers most offices, all meeting rooms and public areas of the building. Figures 1a to 1c show the deployment snapshot utilized for the experiment across the three floors of the building. The experiment involved a total of 48 fixed Bluetooth devices and 20 802.15.4 devices, which where evenly deployed across the rooms and building area. The different number in the considered fixed devices was mainly due to lack of available 802.15.4 devices, which were tied up in different service provisioning experiments. However, the selected 802.15.4 devices allowed us to be co-located to Bluetooth devices and to cover all rooms where participants were located including a smaller number of common areas. In order to minimize interference among the two considered technologies, the channel for 802.15.4 operations has been carefully selected [16] . We refer to these devices as infrastructure devices from now on.
As the experimental data collection involved indirectly the data collection about the behavior of individuals, we approached the Ethics Committee of our University for the approval of our experiment design. We took provisions to ensure that the resulting traces do not contain personal information and that data collection took place only during working hours. Our initial target was to recruit 40 participants out of 150 members of our research centre. We succeeded to recruit 31 voluntary participants in the end, which took part in our experiment over a period of 1 month.
All participants were provided with Android based phones in which they could insert their SIM card for normal use. They were asked to carry their phone around when leaving their desks. The phones utilized were 25 HTC One S, 5 Sony Xperia S and one LG Optimus 2X. In addition, each participant was provided with a battery powered TelosB mote to be carried around with a protected neck strap. We will refer to these devices as mobile devices from now on.
C. Data collection
The basic principle guiding the experiments is the use of short range communication signals to gain understanding of proximity among devices carried by humans and those deployed in the environment. Our goal was to collect traces of high time resolution between both mobile-to-mobile and mobile-to-infrastructure devices.
For the Bluetooth based collection, we designed a collection software for both mobile and infrastructure nodes. As in previous work we utilized periodic Bluetooth scanning for the discovery of nearby Bluetooth devices. All phones and infrastructure devices were set to be permanently discoverable. Bluetooth inquiry scanning was performed continuously on all devices using default settings. Each scanning period lasted roughly 10 seconds, which provided the lower bound for our trace resolution. The result of each scan was logged in a local log file on the device. The logged information included the following tuple:
{Timestamp, Bluetooth MACAddress, Class, RSSI} from each discovered device. All phones and infrastructure devices were synchronized via NTP. Traces were continuously uploaded to a central repository from the infrastructure once they reached a certain file size and from the mobile phone whenever a WiFi connection was established. In order to limit the devices energy consumption and to avoid unnecessary data collection outside office hours, we limited the daily data collection period from 8am to 8pm. In order to minimize gaps in our traces we also started the collection automatically whenever a mobile device was powered on.
For the 802.15.4 based data collection, we designed a collection software for both mobile and infrastructure nodes. Implementing the collection on the mobile nodes was more challenging due to the limited flash memory available on TelosB motes for gathering the traces. Each of the mobile nodes sent continuous beacons at two different power levels (−15dB and −10dB), which were recorded by mobile and infrastructure nodes receiving those. Through several initial experiments we concluded that a beacon interval of 3 seconds provided us with the best possible time resolution to memory trade-off. As in the Bluetooth case we limited our trace collection from 8am to 8pm. This still required us to implement a collection protocol that allowed nodes to perform a daily upload of their data through infrastructure to our experiments repository during night time. Furthermore we devised a compression scheme on the mobile nodes that allowed to process on-line received beacons in order to merge subsequently discovered beacons from the same source device into a single log entry. For this entry we computed on-line the associated RSSI and LQI average and standard deviation. The logged information was similar to the Bluetooth one and included the following:
{Timestamp, Address, Power Level, RSSI, LQI} Synchronization has been achieved by periodically receiving re-synchronization packets when infrastructure-to-mobile device contacts occur.
The overall duration of the Bluetooth based collection was 28 days, while the duration for 802.15.4 based collection was limited to 14 days, thus limiting the inconvenience for the participants to constantly carry around additional devices.
At the end of the experiment, we were able to collect a total of 11.438.130 unique Bluetooth records and 9.328.559 802.15.4 records from all mobile and infrastructure devices that were involved.
IV. EXPERIMENT ANALYSIS
In this section we present a first detailed analysis of the traces that we collected during our experiment. There is far more to learn from them than what can be presented in this paper. We therefore focus our analysis on the visiting and contact times, which provide a measure for the contact durations between the different devices. The first part of the analysis examines the properties of the visiting times between infrastructure devices (ID) and mobile devices (MD) and MD to MD, for both Bluetooth (BT) and 802.15.4 (15.4) based technologies. We then examine the effects of lower sampling rates as commonly used in other traces and the assumption of inferring MD to MD co-presence from ID observations.
A. Mobile to infrastructure interactions
In this section we examine the visiting times between MDs and IDs from both Bluetooth and 15.4 based traces. Visiting time is defined as the period of time during which a device is able to discover another device (or receive a beacon from it in case of 15.4) in consecutive scan intervals T. This can be seen as the overall duration of co-presence session or the duration of a contact. This visiting time or contact duration is thus defined from the first interval T in which the device is discovered until the interval in which a consecutive discovery fails and is always a multiple of T.
In the case of MD to ID contacts, the visiting times exhibit a spatial quality as IDs are deployed at static locations in the different rooms and areas of our building. Each participant is expected to spend a considerable amount of time at his desk. The expectation is thus that the overall visiting time between the MD of a user and the ID located in the user's room (we refer to it as home ID or HID) is significantly larger than for other IDs (we refer to these as visiting IDs or VIDs). This is confirmed in Figure 2 . In this figure the numbering of the IDs is arranged in such a way that the HID of a participant falls into the diagonal of the respective MD. The HIDs are thus below the line of the heat-map, while all remaining IDs are above the line. We normalized the coloring across the maximum visiting duration for clearer readability.
Based on these observations, we split our analysis along two dimensions, one considering the visiting times with the HID, as a more static case of interactions and one considering the visiting times with all other remaining VIDs as a more dynamic case of interactions. The static case allows us to understand how long a contact can be detected before events such as user movement occur. Similarly, the latter dynamic case allows us to quantify the same effects when the user is in contact with infrastructure devices that are further away from its original position or that are visited opportunistically over time or while moving around. ID observations seem to be much larger in number and able to discover co-presence of MDs for longer periods of time. MD devices seem to more frequently miss the discovery of IDs as the other way round. This large asymmetry is due to a combination of reasons. The differences in hardware platforms between ID and MD and corresponding default settings of the Bluetooth stacks, together with the different and changing MD positions, could affect the RSSI of the MD received messages. Furthermore while IDs are solely dedicated to the processing of BT discovery, MDs may need to support other user related tasks and background services thus missing some discovery. However, the most affecting reason seems to be related to the difficulty of ID to answer to many concurrent discovery phases started by multiple co-located MDs. This inability to answer to an MD requests reduces the period during which the presence of an ID is perceived. Differently, when considering ID discoveries the probability to concurrently scan different MD answering to the same ID improves largely. The figures also confirm that 15.4 devices are able to register by far more contacts than Bluetooth devices. However in the 15.4 case the discovery process is only uni-directional as ID devices only record the beacons that they receive from MDs. IDs are thus not required to individually answer to the different concurrent and time-consuming discovery procedures. Furthermore as expected a higher power level of 5dBm (between power level 7 and 11) leads also to a slight increase in contact durations, which can be explained by an increase in signal strength at a receiver and a possible larger transmission range of the MDs. The difference of the higher power level is however only visible in the HIDs static case. In the VIDs dynamic case, the impact of increased power level becomes much smaller. This comes from the fact that the MD are mainly held by the user and experience an attenuation (≈ 20dBm) of the transmitted signal which is larger than the difference of the two considered transmission levels. The impact of this is clearly visible when comparing Figure 3b to Figure 3e . The higher transmission power affects more static contacts with a maximum variation up to 12% when considering the same observed contact duration longer than 50 seconds.
In particular the asymmetry between MD and ID based discovery for Bluetooth hints that a significant number of copresence discoveries are just missed between the devices due to hardware limitations and discovery constraints of such a densely populated environment. This is particularly true when considering MD discovery of ID, for which, in the very worst case scenario, the different density of MD and ID can lead to a difference that exceeds 5 times the number of unique devices concurrently discovered in the same observation period. We therefore examine the traces for visiting times based on the assumption that some intermediate discovery losses can be tolerated.
Taking the Bluetooth discovery interval T as common reference point (this corresponds roughly to three times of the 15.4 interval), we merge adjacent trace segments if the next trace record for the same device occurs within 2T from the previous occurrence. In other words, if there is a gap of one T between two discoveries of the same device, we still consider it belonging to the same visit/contact session. Figures 3b and 3e show the corresponding CCDFs. Thus by tolerating a miss of consecutive contacts of only a single discovery interval, the probability for longer contact durations increase significantly for both Bluetooth and 15.4 cases. This trend is even more obvious when increasing the period to 4T as shown in Figures 3c and 3f , where we tolerate losses of three times T between consecutive discoveries. For example, the probability to detect contacts lasting for more then 100 seconds increase from 0.1% (ID BT, T ) up to 26% (ID BT, 4 * T ). While the contact durations for 15.4 do not increase substantially, the Bluetooth based contact durations increase by an order of magnitude. This indicates that the possibility of contact miss in Bluetooth is significantly higher than in the 15.4 case, which is due to the different nature of approach used for the trace collection (BT discovery vs continuous beacon messages). Moreover, when increasing the period T , a converging trend can be observed between MD BT and ID BT discoveries (Figures 3c and 3f) , thus confirming the fact that MD discoveries are affected by larger losses when multiple concurrent MD discoveries try to discover the same ID.
In order to better understand the meaning of these tolerance bounds, we compare the visiting time CCDF of the BT HIDs with information from passive infrared sensors (PIR), recorded at each participant desk during the experiment. The PIR data provides us with a form of independent baseline for understanding the user presence at the desk and HID proximity. Figure 4 shows these relationships for increasing tolerance intervals of T applied to both Bluetooth and PIR trace data. As can be seen, the best alignment between the two for shorter contact durations is from 4T onwards, however this alignment does not improve any more for 8T. Another visible trend is that due to a larger coverage range of BT as compared to the PIR the overall contact duration increases.
B. Mobile to mobile interactions
While the previous section has considered the visiting times between MDs and IDs, this section considers the contact times between MDs. As in the previous case we distinguish in our analysis between contacts occurring with home mobile devices (HMD), devices of participants sharing the same office, and visiting mobile devices (VMD), devices of participants from other offices. In order to better understand the asymmetries between device observations, we also compute the overlapping (OL) time in which two devices can detect each other. Figure 5 shows the CCDF of the MD to MD contacts time for both Bluetooth and 15.4 technologies. Figures 5a to 5c depict the CCDFs for HMD observations with an increasing tolerance bound for discovery losses of T, 2T and 4T. Analogous to our observations of the previous section, 15.4 devices measure far longer contacts than Bluetooth ones, due to a proportional higher number of tolerated packet losses when considering the same interval. This is due to the higher 15.4 discovery frequency, although a similar trend is observed when considering the same discovery frequency. This effect is in particular visible for an increased power level of 15.4 devices. In all cases the computed OL times of contacts are smaller, thus indicating asymmetries between the MD to MD traces, which are stronger for the Bluetooth case. The effect becomes smaller for larger tolerance intervals as shown in Figure 5c .
Figures 5d to 5f illustrate the CCDFs of contact times between VMDs. For the case of Bluetooth the trends are very similar to the HMD case for both the individual and overlapping observations. In contrast the 15.4 case shows a higher congruence between individual observations and overlapping observations, hinting at reduced asymmetry in a less stationary environment. This highlights that in a less stationary scenario only the most reliable contacts are discovered. Furthermore the difference between the two power levels is not present any more. 15.4 traces again show much larger visiting times than Bluetooth. As expected they appear lower when compared to the 15.4 visiting times of HMDs. For example the probability of detecting overlapping contacts longer than 100 seconds decreases from 60% to 25% when comparing the HMD with respect to the VMD scenario (see Figures 5c and 5f ).
C. Impacts of collection rates
Many of the existing traces as presented in Section II perform trace collection at relatively low collection frequencies. A quick look at Table I confirms that frequencies of 2 or even 5 minutes are commonly used, trading off accuracy of the traces with design constraints of the trace collection systems such as available storage and energy consumption. One of the purposes of our study was to provide finer grained traces and, based on those, to better understand the accuracy of existing traces and the potential impact lower collection rates may have on the observations. Our analysis is based on a down-sampling of our high resolution Bluetooth traces of T= 10 seconds for the most commonly utilized collection frequencies in existing traces (30, 120 and 300 seconds). Our hypothesis is that information about many of the shorter contacts that could be still valuable for opportunistic communication exchange are lost when considering lower collection rates and that contacts that are spurious but re-occurring may be confused as longer term contacts.
In Figure 6 we depict the cumulative density function (CDF) of the visiting times of the Bluetooth traces for the four different sampling frequencies, showing the probability of a visiting time being lower or equal to t. We consider four cases of MD to ID contacts. Figures 6a and 6b depict the CDF of HID visiting times, the former showing the view of the ID, while the latter depicting the MD perspective. Similarly, Figures 6c and 6d show the distributions of the VID visiting times from the ID and MD perspective respectively.
Starting from Figure 6a , one can observe for the high resolution traces that a large amount of visiting times occurs below 100 seconds. These are completely missed if sampled with a 120 or 300 seconds interval. Even the 30 seconds interval shows a considerable misalignment with the high resolution trace, not being able to detect up to 50% of the total occurring contacts shorter than 30 seconds (Figure 6a ), and provides a good fit only for the longer contact durations. The probability of missing shorter contacts obviously increase when considering larger sampling interval as expected, reaching a probability as high as 60%. As expected, when considering the possibility to merge contacts detected with the smaller discovery interval T= 10, as performed in Section IV-A, using a interval equal to 4T , the probability of missing contacts shorter than 30 seconds decreases down to 17%, thus showing that still a large part of contacts are ignored when considering higher sampling interval. Another observation that can be made is that for both, the 120 and the 300 seconds intervals, there is only a small overlap in terms of contact durations. Both seem to have continuous contacts well beyond 1000 seconds, which do not occur in the original high-resolution traces. This comes from the fact that shorter intermittent contacts that may re-occur within a lower sampling interval are wrongly interpreted as longer lasting visiting times. A similar contact duration longer than 1000 seconds can therefore be observed when merging contacts with the higher frequency resolution up to an interval of 4T . However in this case the observed contacts represent only 1% of the total contacts while in case of a lower discovery rate, such as 300 seconds, these contacts account for the 22% of the total detected shorter contacts.
All these effects are even more obvious for MD based observations, which tend to be more sparse and prone to losses. Here there is only a small overlap in terms of visiting time durations between the original traces and the one sampled at 30 seconds and no overlap with 120 and 300 seconds exists. The VID based observations in Figure 6c and 6d follow the same trend as their previously discussed HID counterparts.
This distorted effect of sampling at lower intervals is highlighted again in Figure 7 , which shows a histogram view of the total visiting time length when considering different contact duration intervals. Here different contact durations have been merged within discrete 1 minute intervals. For example the first interval encompasses all contacts from 0 to 1 minute, the second from 1 to 2 minutes etc.
As expected contact durations of less than 1 minute can only be detected by 30 seconds sampling interval and in our high resolution traces. It can be observed that roughly 50% of contacts are not detected by the 30 seconds case and even 60% for the 120 and 300 seconds cases. At the same time one can observe already an effect of overestimating the total available contact duration for the interval between 1-2 minutes for the 30 seconds case, which shows roughly a 40% larger amount of total contact durations occurring when considering contacts with such contact durations. This overestimation is more apparent with increasing contact durations and in particular for the larger sampling intervals of 120 and 300 seconds, where 
D. Inferring mobile device co-presence
In this section we examine a further assumption taken in previous prominent work such as in [15] that contacts between We performed an analysis of our traces to validate this assumption for both the Bluetooth and 15.4 traces using the higher power level (11) . In addition we also considered the case of inference based on MD observations of the same ID for the Bluetooth case. Here we assume that a contact between two MDs can be inferred if they discover the same ID in the same interval. Figure 8 shows a comparison of the different CCDFs resulting from these assumptions. As in the previous sections we consider separately contacts between MDs in the same room (HMD) and those in different ones (VMD) and for different tolerance bounds T, 2T and 4T, thus compensating for smaller discovery gaps. As baseline for the Bluetooth case we took the real MD to MD observations which were overlapping (MD-BT OL). Likewise the 15.4 baseline is based on overlapping MD to MD observations.
In general a good alignment of the inferred Bluetooth contact observations from mobile to ID observations (MD-ID BT) with the Bluetooth baseline can be observed in Figure 8a , with a slight underestimation of these contacts. In contrast the inferred Bluetooth contact observations from ID to MD observations (ID-MD BT) are significantly larger than the baseline, indicating that many contacts are wrongly estimated.
For example, the probability of 20 seconds long contacts between MD is overestimated by a factor 2 when considering ID inferred view (as seen in Figure 8b and 8e). There are two main reasons for this. Firstly, there is a large probability that MDs can be in the discovery range of an ID while they are not able to discover each other. This is due to physical locations of these. Secondly as our previous findings have shown, due to the HW and density differences in our experiment, IDs tend to discover more devices than MDs thus increasing the probability of false inference, especially in cases when farther devices can be discovered. A further interesting observation is that the inferred observations by the infrastructure of the 15.4 case (ID MD 15.4) are much lower than the respective baselines (MD 15.4 OL). This is opposite to the Bluetooth case were considerable overestimation occurs. Intuitively this can be explained as result of the fact that due to the shorter transmission range for the 15.4, stationary contacts are likely to occur outside the range of an infrastructure device (especially when tolerating larger losses, see Figure 8a to Figure 8c ). This is confirmed when considering contacts between VMD, for which the more transient nature of the contacts reduces the probability to discover contacts happening outside the range of an ID. As expected, due to the attenuation of missed discoveries of far away devices, when increasing the tolerance interval to 4T as shown in Figure 8c , one can observe a closer match of the (ID MD BT) to the BT baseline however still with an overestimation. In contrast, mobile inferred observations deviate largely (MD ID BT) from the baseline providing a considerable underestimation. Conversely, as explained above, both 15.4 trends seem largely unaffected by the increase of tolerance bounds. Similar observations can be made for the more dynamic VMD based traces depicted in Figures 8d to 8f. However with an increase of the tolerance bounds, inferred and baseline observations for 15.4 seem to match more closely, with 2T showing a slightly larger overlap. While the underestimation of the mobile inferred observation (MD ID BT) increases, there is also a considerable overestimation between (ID MD BT) towards the BT baseline. This is mainly due to the higher discovery range of ID BT than can infer more contacts than those existing taking place between MDs.
V. CONCLUSIONS
The work reported in this paper presents a first comprehensive attempt to characterize contact opportunities for a dense mixed mobile and infrastructure indoor deployment using fine grained Bluetooth and 802.15.4 traces. It takes into account the device properties and their relationships such as longer lasting co-location in common office spaces. Our experience with both technologies shows that Bluetooth based trace acquisition exhibits significant limitations in dense environments and is prone to errors leading to considerable asymmetries in the traces. In contrast 802.15.4 based collection has proven more reliable due to a more simpler beacon based discovery. The advantage of Bluetooth is more obvious for static observations, but diminishes for observing more dynamic interactions. The fine-grained traces themselves and their derived spatiotemporal properties already provide a useful resources for further research with opportunistic communication mechanisms in similar context. Our analysis of these reveals further useful insights for current research practices. Most of the current traces that are collected using low collection rates not only neglect a substantial amount of shorter lived contact opportunities, useful for the exchange of smaller amount of data, but they characterize inaccurately longer lived contact durations by overestimation. Similar issues apply to common practices to infer mobile device contacts through infrastructure devices, which lead to considerable differences with respect to real device to device observations. Our initial analysis shows that it is best to rely on observations directly between mobile device or to make the inference based on observations from the mobile perspective. Our findings call for researchers to examine more critically the validity of the assumptions they made and evaluate their proposals in the light of more finer grained, realistic and accurate traces.
